(1) Photocopy reproduction of a clinical record or other document (through use of facility equipment):
   (a) Processing (searching, preparation of record and use of equipment), first page $3.25
   (b) Each additional page .25
   (2) Certification, per document .25
   (3) Unsuccessful searching, per hour (minimum charge 1 hour) 2.50
   (4) Clinical abstracts, per request 3.00
   (5) Arranging commercial duplication of a clinical record, per request 1.00
   (6) If the requested material is to be transmitted by registered mail, airmail, or special delivery mail, the postal fees therefor shall be added to the other fees provided above, unless the applicant has included proper postage or stamped return envelopes for this purpose.
   (7) When the furnishing of the service or document requested without charge would be an appropriate courtesy to a foreign country or international organization.

The prescribed fee may be waived, in the discretion of the medical officer in charge, under the following circumstances:

(1) When the service or document is requested by another agency of the Federal Government for use in carrying out official Government business.
(2) When a clinical record is requested for the purpose of providing continued medical care to a Service beneficiary by a non-Service physician, clinic, or hospital, in which case the record will be forwarded only to the physician, clinic, or hospital concerned.
(3) When the service or document is requested by an attorney in the prosecution of a Service beneficiary’s personal injury claim against a third person, involving the concurrent assertion of a government medical care claim under 42 U.S.C. 2651–2653. In such case, the service or document requested will be furnished only upon compliance with all additional requirements for the release of records in third party recovery cases, including the proper execution of form PHS–4686, Agreement to Assign Claim Upon Request.
(4) When the service or document is requested by, and furnished to, a Member of Congress for official use.
(5) When the service or document is requested by, and furnished to, a court in lieu of the personal court appearance of an employee of the Public Health Service.
(6) When the service or document is required to be furnished free in accordance with a Federal statute or an Executive order.

Subpart B—Transfer of Patients

§ 35.21 Authorization of transfer.

Except as otherwise provided by law or regulation with respect to certain classes of patients, the officer in charge of a station or hospital of the Service may provide, without any cost to the patient, for the transfer of the patient either from such station or hospital to another station or hospital of the Service or to any non-Service station or hospital at which the patient may be received, or from any non-Service hospital at which he is receiving care or treatment as a patient of the Service to a station or hospital of the Service.

§ 35.22 Attendants.

Patients shall be transferred by such means and accompanied by such medical, nursing, or other attendants as may be necessary to protect the health and safety of the patient and other persons likely to come into contact with him, including in the case of a prisoner such guards as may be necessary to assure his safekeeping. A female patient requiring the services of attendants shall be accompanied by at least one female attendant. Medical or nursing attendants shall be qualified to care for persons suffering from the type of disease or disorder with which the patient is afflicted and shall be provided with equipment and medicines necessary for the care of the patient.

Subpart C—Disposition of Articles Produced by Patients

§ 35.31 Retention by patients.

Subject to the rules of the station or hospital, patients may be accorded the privilege of retaining articles produced by them in the course of their curative treatment with the aid of materials furnished by the Service. Articles not